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ABSTRACT 

An Analysis of PERL lvlagnettc Resonance Imaging 

Theorv and Implementation (Apn I 2(to I I 

lvlark Kremkus 
Department of Electra:al En ineenng 

Texas Acvclul University 

Fellows Advisor' Dr. Steien upright 

Department of Electrical En 'ineenng 

The oal of PERL MRI in its most basic form is single shot imaging without the need to rapidly switch 

gradients to encode spatial mformation mto the signal. PFRL IvIRI incorporate~ the apphcaiion of the 

PERI field mto the standard spin echo sequence follov, ing the excitation of spins creating an initial phase 

pattern that causes echoes to form m the signal m the presence rif a constant readout gradient. The echo 

train that occurs can be sampled and decoded mto image data using reconstruction methods that are not 

discussed in this paper. 

The theoretical analysis of PFRL MRI that will bc discussed verifies the mathematical basis I'or the 

formation of a periodic signal resulting from cyclical coherence of the spins within a homogeneous 

sample. Theory also mdicates a si nificant reduction in the maximum amount of coherence present in the 

PERL signal as compared to total coherence that occurs at the center of k-space, mdicating that SNR may 

sulfer with this technique. 

The effects of specific design parameters on the field generated by a proposed PERL coil design layout 

is discussed, and an expcumental design is presented. The experimental PERL coil produces an 

approximation of the PERL field over a limited spatial region at the center of the coil structure. 

The PERL MRI pulse sequence was implemented by interfacing the experimental PERL coils to the 

~lice selection gradient channel of a TecMa MRI console. Experinients were conducted using water 

phantom with varying amounts of PERL prephasing and readout gradient strengths. in an attempt to obtam 

data confirming the effects of the PFRL imaging parameters un the PERL signal. 

These experiments were mconclusive as to the formation of a PERL echo tram, but some form of 

cyclical coherence appeared to result. The evidence does not suggest that the PERL approach is robust 

when implemented with the expenmental apparatus used in these experiments. Additional experiments 

are proposed. and possible explanations for the non-ideahty of the expenmental results are presented. 
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IN I RODI C TIC&x& 

Current &RIRI research seeks to extend the capah&l&tv of clinical MRI to the realm ol dynamic, real-time 

&magm PERL SIRI. on inally theonzcd by I&r. Sa&nuei Pats and company of the Harvard Sch&iol of 

Medicine. represents a departure from conien&ional MRI iechmqucs, v, hich sut'fer from speed limitauons 

imposed bv the rapid switch&n of magneuc fields Fhminatm the penal&&ex associated with high 

frequencv Iield siiitching &x the motivat&on behind the PFRI technique, which may have the potent&al to 

create images ivith a fundamentally nev encoding schcmc, In essence. PERL MRI attempts to trade thc 

d&fhculties and limitations of the magnet&c field «iitchmg emploved by conventional methods for a morc 

complex mathematical enc&&d&ng scheme comb&ncd iv&th a reduction in signal &o no&se. 

Uttr&-fast imaging techmques rely on rap&dlv sv, itchtng ma net&c field gradients to encode spaual 

mformation into the time i arying signal that &v emitted by ihe ob)ect bemg imaged. I aster su itchrng ot' 

magnetic field gradients allows the sampling rate tn increase. and subsequently I &elds high resolution 

&rnages tn a relet&iely short amount of time If a ma net&c field shifts too rapidly, however. it c:m induce 

currents in the ob)ect being imaged, ivhich results &n burmng of tissue as well as nerve stimulatron. Th&x 

places a lov, er hnnt on image acqu&sition time &hat can only be circumvented by encoding the signal 

quickly by another means. PERL MRI creates a phase map poor to data acquis&ti&&n, and can potentially 

encode all spatial mformati&in v, ith th&s stngle application, fac&litating imagmg v ithout the need for 

rapidly suitchmg the iield direct&on. 

PERL MRI encodcs spatial mformatii&n into the MRI signal using a magnetic field to prc-phase the 

spms within the sample. This mavnetic field. 4&o&vn as the PEN t&eld, is PERiodic in r and I inear &n v, 

and &s given by [I I; 

B I . &i y) = t&, y cos( r&&, . v). ( I . 0) 

Fi ure I. O depicts the PERL field & raphicallv 

Th&s thesis follows the style and format of the Ins&in&re of Eh crz&cr&l nnd Elccrromcs Enguieerr &n all 

aspects except those set by the Umversity 1)ndcrgraduate Research Fellows of Texas ARM Universrty 



Figure L0 The PERL I'&eld 

Due to the nonlineunty of th&s field, the mathematical reconstrucuon of the image from the time domain 

departs from the standard reconstruction method Instead of using the Fourier transform on both 

dimensions, only the . i. dimension is converted from the time domain using the F'ourier transform, while 

the y dimension &s reconstructed from the solution to a Bcssel function mtegral transform, as descnbed m a 

related paper [gl. 

This paper pnmanly explores the relationship betiveen formation of echoes and the state of the spina 

within a homogeneous sample. and thus &dent&fies the origins of the echo train and applies this knowledge 

to investigate the feasib&lity of ihe PERL approach. Theoretical models were used to yield the echo train 

formed hy a homogeneous phantom, and a close approx&mation of the actual signal was then devel&&ped 

usmg a relatiiely simple relation. Also presented is the effect of PERL coil layout parameters on the PERL 

field m a hm&ted spatial region, and the sigmficant design tradeoffs and considerations that occur m 

building an experimental PERL co&l Fmally, experiments v, ere conducted using the experimental PERL 

cinl and two variations ol' the basic PERL sequence to verify the formation of the echo tram &n the 

presence of real world non-idealities. 



PFRL ihIRI THEORY 

Thc basii: pulse sequence proposed by Putz and company in 1 1 j and [2J consists iif the application of the 

PFRL iield to prephase the spins in the sample poor to the 1g0' pulse in the spin echo sequence, and is 

shou n in I igure 2 0 

-: TE-: 

Rl 

VERL 

Figrire 2. 0 Basic PERI Pulse Diagram 

The sequent:e begins v, ith a rt/2 shee selective excitation pulse lolloived by a refocusing that centers the 

spina m k-space The PERL field is then apphed for a duration of T on the channel normally used by the 

phase encode gradients, causmg a phase shift given by: 

0( tq y) = +, TT cos(rtr, . t). (2 01 

Data acquisition occurs by sampling an echo tram during the readout gradient, Crrr, where each echo is 



vepamted in time h) TE Sinre the n pulse inverts the s«n &if'the phase. the phase map during dam 

, tcq&iisi(Iv&1 been&ries: 

0(. v, v. I ) = )f y' . t r — 
y» t 2 cos(&J x). 

The signa( that results represents the contr&buttons from all of thc spinv in the iield-ol vie«, or FOV. at a 

iven point in time measured from the beginning of the application of the readout gradient: 

(2 21 

In (2 2), relaxation I&isses ussociiited « ith spin-spin and vptn-lattice relaxation are included «ithin the vpnt 

density term. y(x, v), v. h&ch &vill be sct equal to unity for the remainder of this discussion, representing a 

hom&tgencous sample expcoencmg no relaxati&in losses. 

Echo Spacing and Resolution in x 

The parameter TE governs the inter-echo spacing and hence repre~ents a crucial parameter in 

implementing PERI MRI. By mampulating 12. 2) hir tv o different cases, a relation for the echo time can 

be obtained. For case a. (2. 2) is integrated over the mterval y = 0. . . b, yieldmg 

/b I'e, l &oh (a \ ) 

S(f)= „f 
e"' "d» 

)'g, . T cos (q, x) 
(2 Ba) 

For case b. intcgratmg i 2. 2) over the interval y = — b . . . b yields: 

j ( — lb yx, l co& (O, & ) lb ys, l cov (O, x ) 3 (yx, , a 5(f)= J (e 
'' ' — e ' ' 

p "fix. (2gb) ")g, T cos(q, x) 

The Jacobi-&»ager expunsion I I) 



(2 4) 

i (g)=g~ (2 S) 

from which it is clear that: 

f „, (zf) = J„, ( — j) ). m even. 

J„(A)=-J (- j(), modd, 

(2. (t) 

provides a useful tool in analyzmg the penodicity of the signal Substituting (2. 4) into (2. 3a) yields: 

s(t)= J g j""'i„, (ygg, r)e'""" — 
1) 

"" "d. . cf i 

Substituting (2. 4) into (2. 3b) goes: 

S(r)=f gj '[I t 
v— 

yggu, r) — Jv, (tag, r)$"""'') " '"d. *. 
g, Tcos(q, x) „, 

All terms in equation (2. 7a) contnbute to the signal, while the term~ in equation (2. 7b) become zero when 

iu is even. Smce (2. 7b) can be completely represented by odd values of iii. the terms in its sum are always 

real and alternate in sign v, ith each echo Both signals consist of a series of in echoes. each of which 

reaches a relative maximum or mimmum when thc dependence on z is minimized, which occurs when the 

phase of a term uithm the sum becomes zero l )]: 



The echo t&mcs, TE„, . occu& when &here is a peak in the s&gni&l. and the time between them ives the 

penod of the magmtude of the si nal. Since Air& = I in &utc n, ( . g) can be modified to give [ I ]: 

AT'E = tj, 
(2. 9a) 

In cn&e (z, onlv the odd values of m contribute to the echo train. meamng Ani = " and: 

ATE = — '. 
26, 

('2 9b) 

In both casew the period of the signal is: 

AT = — '. 4q 

yG, 
(2. 10) 

Considering the more realistic case in v, hich the sample is neither v hi&llv withm half of the PERI field nor 

balanced exactly in the PERL field. (2. 7b) becomes: 

S(f) = f [ g 7""' [J (s- & &g, r &- r ( r&S, ST $&'"" 

j 
' ' " 

&P. 

~, r cos(q, . ~}( „, 

In this case, the terms &n the sum v;ill still interfere destructively when m &s even and cons(ructively when 

m is odd. and the signal will consist of tv o alternatmg echo trams uf diffenng amplitude, each with a ciTE 

given by (2. 9b). 

The analysis concerning resolution m. r given by Patz and company in [I] is mcluded here fnr 

completeness, and is extended to mclude the cases discussed previously The Nyquist criterion states that 

the maximum measurable frequency in the time-varying signal is equal to the data samphng rate if tv, o 

measurements are made m quadrature at each sampling t&me. S&nce the dwell time, D'l(q is the mverse of 

the sampling rate, the Nyqu&st criterion can be stated as; 



N. DIV = 2rf (2 12& 

&vhere. 'v is thc number of samples tal en per echo and x, is the resolution along the x ax&s[I]. The total 

sampl&n time per echo, Ã Dtt' will be equal to JTE. yield&n: 

+i x„ATE = 2)f. (2 lg) 

Substitut&ng (2. 9a) intr& (2 13) and solv&ng for . i „g&ves: 

27r 
(2 14) 

Th&s re)at&on is tr ue for all cases. regardless of the hmits of inte rat&on along y. simply because it stems 

from the rephasing of spins as controlled b) the period&city of the PFRI Iield. In other words, the fact that 

«ome echoes combine destructively. leading to a Ii&nger efl'ective spacing between echoes. results from odd 

symmetry and does not increase the resolution in enher half of the iield. 

Resolution in y 

From the prev&ous d&scussion concerning the formation of echoes, it became clear that the iime-varymg 

signal iv penodic for a homogeneous, lossless phantom. If each echo were identical, then the formation of 

an echo train vvould not provide any additional information. The fact that we are dealing with a 

homogeneous phantom for simphc&ty hides the fact that the state of the spms m the sample is unique for 

every pmnt &n t&me. Smce the echo tram itself consists of contnbutions (rom every spin and is itself 

periodic for a homogeneous. Iossless sample, this implies that the same combination of sp&ns exist for 

every echo, but does not mean that the total spm state over the field-of-view is identical. Cons&dcr the 

phase tpven by (2. 1) and repeated here. 

H(x, y, r) = )G, xt — )), , & Tcos(rf, x). (2 IS) 



We want to arm))ze the ehm cs in the phase mip itsclt'urer time la4n the deiivativc of( IS)»ith 

I'esp««l I&r x gli en 

d0(x. y, r) = +r, r + )'crr, g yf stn(q, . )). 
dc 

(2 )G) 

Fr)dent)y. a single maximum crusts for a given &a)u«of rex«cpt f&ir those &a)ues that cause sin(q, . r) tu 

equal zero. at v, hich the derivative» ith respect to & is, r constant for all y. Setting (2. 1(r) to zero and 

solvin for y yields: 

— G, r I 1 zr 
V = 

g, q, Tsin(q, x) q, 
(2. 17) 

Equation (2. 17) shov, s that the point on 1 at ivhich the slope of the phase with respect to x changes si m 

for a given x muves linear))»ith time. This means that any t»&r p&nnts in thc time-varying signal that ar« 

one period apart in time consist of an equal contribution from a pomt along y that is displaced by some 

amount. Ay, from its location dunng the previous echo. Substrtutin ~ the expression for the time between 

echoes m (2 9a) into (2. 17) goes: 

i Ir rr 
Ay = , x v- '—. 

yg, Tsin(q, x)' q, 
' (2. 18) 

The minimum of (2. 18) occurs» hen sin(q, x) = 1, implying that the resoluti&m in y is 

(2. 19) 

Maximum PERL Echo Amplitude 

Since PERL MRI relies on prephasing the phantom during the standard spin echo pulse sequence, the 



s&gnal ci&herence at the center nf h-space dunng a normal imig&n sequence will never occur dunng PFRL 

&ma in . Consequent)). the maximum PFRL echo amplitude will bc a fraction i&f the maximum amplitude 

of the spina at the center of I -space. Naturally, &h&s lack ot' coherence can s&gnificantly decrease the signal 

to no&se &atio. and senously threatens the practicality of PERI. MRI A ru&l&mentarv anulys&s of max&mum 

coherence in thc PERL signal ong&nates with a d&ffcrent form ol'equation (I gb). &vhich appl&es to a 

homogeneous sample v, &th ni~ relaxation losses balanced across the. r ax&s: 

( ) I 
csin (b), &;, T cog (q sf)) 

yg, l' cog (q, . x ) 
(2. 20) 

For simpl&c&ty. we consider th&s equation for the t=0. resultmg m the max&mum ampl&tude. The mtegral is 

difticult to evaluate. but clearly reduces to zero as the product g, 7 approuches infinity. As the PFRL 

field approaches zero, the mtegral approaches Aiib, impl)ing that smaller values of g, l cause the spina to 

approach the center of h-space, which is intuiti& ely obvious. 

A Simplified Approximation of the PERI. Signal 

The idealized cases discussed prev&ously mdicate that the signal generated by PERI. pulse sequence is 

periodic v:&th penod given m (2 10) and repeated here as a frequency: 

fa =— yG, 

qq, 
(7. 21) 

A gi&od approximation of the PFRL signal results from first expandmg the ~ignal into a Fourier series with 

fundamental frequency given by (2. 21). The Fourier coefficients are derived from the inner product of a 

penod&c signal and the complex exponential kernel funct&on over an interval spannmg a complete period 

of the signal 

(2. 22) 



wheie vic choose ri = — Tp/2 to simplit& the result. and substitute only the time-varying component i&f 

thc PERL st nal for S(/): 

yr (yra, i — 2 r p/p ) 
Jo/ /, (2 gi) 

Evaluating (2. 231»elds: 

2 xc/ 
C „= SIIIC — 11 

1 2. 2-)a) 

v:here 

sin( ttA) 

II A 
(2. 74b) 

The Founer senes representation of the PERL signal over an unbounded FOV then becomes. 

s(i)= ff e 
'"''' '" "" g sine ' — 

)pe 
""g" ]dxaya. si 

ii = Il 

As n increments. it advances the center of the nih smc function by rryt/2rf, , which should not exceed the 

limits of integration on r at the maximum and minimum values of ii. If the limits of imegration on x can 

be expressed by Nyf'/2q, , where N is the maximum value uf n, the signal is well approximated by: 

gart, /n 

S(t)= (( e '"'' "' '' ge ' " ' " dXdy. (22b) 
J & — a 

/. =1 — 2 aq, /a 

This relation illustrates that the number of lobes in one period of the magnitude of the time-varying signal 

is equal to 2N As the limits of tntey ation on x increase, the frequencies included m the signal mcrease, 



and the penod cc idth ot the 1&ibes ccithin one period ul the signal must decrease u ith the inverse ol' the 

maximum trertuencfn Flgllf'4 2 1 depicts the rnagmtude ot the signal in ( . (ii for . V= cihrch contracts 

crtth the case tchen. V=6 shoiin in lhgure 2. 2b 
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Figure 2. 2 $(t) for Ni 6 



PERL COIL LATOUT AND DIISIGN PARAtxIETERS 

I'he mathematical simplicity ol the PL'RL field itself does not extend to the phvsical implementation. 

The cxpenmental coils des&gnecl and built for venfying thc performance &if Pl. 'RL &maging approxiinate 

the PFRL field v ell over the desned regum of space. hoivevcr. a numlier of considerations must he 

addressed iiith regard t&i implementing the PERL field over hir er volumes. Also. the expeiimental c&ills 

iinage a small volume relatiie tn the total volume occupied by thc coils themselves v;hich &s undesirablc 

smce space within the ma nct bore is at a premium. 

In this section. we discuss the relationships benveen the desi n parameters and the coil performance hy 

coinveymg the rationale behind the general layout and outlimng the tradeoffs in optimizing vannus aspects 

of the tield. with an emphasis &m strategies to reduce undesirable interdependence between parameters 

Like all good coil designs, carefully designed PFRL coils should mmimize consumption of both space and 

current v, hile maximizing field of v&eii aind gradient strengtfi. 

Lax out 

The periodic vanation of the PERL field implies thc use of alternanng current elements. which create a 

perfect smusoidal transverse field m the plane that cnntains the current elements. assu&ning that thc 

elements extend infimtely in either direction Figure 3. 0 illustrates the phase relationship between currents 

and field, which iv a perfect sinusoidal cahrected field m the plane of the current elements: 

Figure 3. 0 Sinusoidal Field 



The amplitude of the pet iodic field detcnorates away from the plane contaimng the current elements 

rapidly due to biuh the usual field fal loft with the ini erse of the distance squared. as veil the increasing 

cancellation ot' licld i ectors associated with adlaccnt elements as the distance from the pair increases. 

This eft'ect severely limits the mtensity of the field away 1'rom the source currents. particularly when thc 

pci'lixl Uf tile slililsold is small compared to tile dlstaiilce. 

By using an identical current arra& displaced along the transverse axiw the tield directly betiveen the 

tv;o plane~ doubles in amplitude This d&ics nothing, hoiiever. to induce uniformitv along the transverse 

axis. Thc umplitude of the sinusoid increases reatly movmg toivard either current sheet. While this 

vanatinn compromises the homogeneity of the amplitude of the field, the integnty of the sinusoid remains 

constant behveen the current sheets. The expenmental coil does not include any layout Icatures tii 

decrease the vanability along the transverse axiv 

The layout must incorporate additional fixtures to implemem the lineai vanation along thc i axis 1 

achieve this b& luxtaposing an identical set of current sheets symmetncally across the x axis, while 

displacmg them by half a penod along x sn that the phase of the wires ieverses moving across the. t. axis. 

Thc layout then enforces the condition that the phase of the smusoid must reverse between the extremities 

of the ticld-olxvieiv along y, but does not determme the nature of the field xanation along y The behavior 

of the iield alim i must intuitnel& mclude a region that exhibits &iod lineanty The extent of the linear 

region must then stem from the choice ot' the layout parameters d, c, and L, as shown in Figure 3. 1. 



2d 

y v 

Figure 3. I The Basic PERL Ci&it Layiiut 

Design Parameters Affecting Performance Along x 

Smce the layout consists of identical current arrays in each of the eight octants, we will derive the field 

contribution of one octant and extend the relation to thc other octants simply by matcing the appropriate 

sign changes, which will not be shown. As seen by an observer at any point m space. the - component of 

the field from octant one is derived from the Bint-Savart law as 

lB. Oa) 

where 

Rt %+A+ — +(v — f)+(- — rf) 
4 (3 Obl 



The parameter n allows the equation to reflect the alternatin directmn of the current elements as well as 

the displacement of half the penod between successive elements. The zeroth element must be displaced 

from the plane. r=flby a quarter penod to generate a cosme. The parameter 2 is equal to 2yf)ri . Note 

that rhe parameters I and d have a parallel effect on the magmtude of the field. while 2 does not smce it 

appears m the numerator of the mtegral as well. Due to the complexity of the equations, much of this 

analysis will involve numencal or qualitative discussion of the interdependence ol' the layout parameters 

and how they manipulate the PERL field 

The distance iiecupied by the coils along. r is obviously a function of 2 and N. The number of current 

elements available to generate the PERL fleld is proportional to the mverse of x Assuming that all 

elemenrs are of equal length and carry equal current, the field between the current sheets approaches 

B ~ cos(275r/2) as N approaches infinity This is true smce the cosine results from an infinite series of 

current elements. and becomes distorted if the series is truncated. Near the origin, for instance, the field 

resulting from Ni 5 bends upward since the current elements toivard the extremities are not embedded 

deeply in the array. Figure 33L Figure 3. 3. and Figure 3. 4 illustrate how increasmg N improves the quality 

of the field when all other parameters remain unchanged. The current elements are superimposed on the 

field plot for each ol the three cases. 
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Figure 3. 2 Field along v in Imaging Region for N= S 
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When hq is small. the field distorts either upii ard or diiwnward depending on ivhether N is even or odd. 

sinie ihe current directions alternate. The hcndina results from the dispanty in suppression seen at 

dift'crent points along i In the center. the iield is highly balanced and suppressed since an equal array of 

current elements resides to either side. Moving toivard the extremities. however, the field caused by the 

final element at either cnd ot the aria& exerts significant inliuence since it huis no nei hhortng elements on 

one side to dampen it. Hence. the desired cosme becomes cupenmposed on the tield caused by the final 

element If we allo~ the final element at either end to reside at a distance from the center such that its 

contubution iv ne ligible, we seen a pure cosine ivavefoim as in the cave when, V=f00. Calculatin this 

required distance is a rnvial matter once thc other parameters are hnoii n. 

One strategy lor reducmg the bending efl'cct along i iihile maintainin a constant vailue or Ak and thus 

increasing the usable range along x relatiie to the space occupied by the coils themselves in this 

dimension, involves weighting one or more of the fringe elements differently so that the edge clTects are 

minimized This can be accomplished either by including less wire turns in the fnnge elements or by 

adtustin thc lengths to decrease the unsuppressed contribution from the fnnge elements. and turns out to 

be convement m other respects as ii all Wrappmg the PERL coils m the most efficient manner involves 

windmg through one bank of cunent elements and back multiple times, meamng that the outer most 

elements receive only one ivire ivrap for ei cry two wire v, raps of the inteuor elements. Also, since the 

expcnmental coils fit inside a circular niagnet bore. a reduction m length of the outer elements facilitated 

efficient use of space. 

Consider the effect of the parameter L, ivhich represents the length of the current elements. Intuitively, 

increasing L increases the amplitude of the PERL field at the extremities ot' the imaging region since the 

source currents occupy more space. Increasmg the amplitude at the extremities causes a larger Imear 

gradient between the peaks of the field However. as differential current elements are added to the 

existing lengths. the returns of each successive addition dimimsh due to thc mcrease distance from the 

imaging region Indeed. for an arbitrary point in the. ry plane within the imaging region, and with all other 

parameters held constant. the field strength as a function of L exhibits the expected characteristics as 

shown in Figure 3. 5 
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Figure 3. 5 Field Strength vx L 

The distance betv, ccn the current arrays alimg the transverse axis iv given by 2 d . As stated 

previously, the strength of the iield increases proportionally to the inverse of the square of the distance 

between the current arrays. Aside fiom this. d plays an important rulc in the vanation of the ticld with 

position along both. i and y. For all other parameters constant and assuming N is finite, thc distortion of 

thc cosine variation ah&ng x diminishes as the distance between arrays along the transverse axis narrows. 

For instance, this is true near the ongm since the contnbution of the edge current elements increases much 

more slowly than the cnntnbution from the center elements when d decreases. causing the weighted effect 

of the edge elements to decrease relative to thc effect of the center elements. However, when d mcreases, 

the relative efl'ect of the center elements diminishes much more rapidly than the effect due to the edge 

elements. until the center elements effecti&ely nullify themselves due to their close proximity, leaving imly 

the effect of the edge elements. Figures 3. 6 and 3. 7 illustrate this. 
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Figure 3. 6 Field Pattern Along. i for A'= 5 and d 
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Figure 3. 7 Field Pattern Along r for N=dand d /ri & i 

The parameter s has. m general. an effect on the total field that is parallel in most respects to the effect 

of the parameter d. As mentioned previously, this is due to the appearance of both parameters in the 



delicti&la'&to& ol' the original equat«m relating field stren th to posttion &n space. Similar to the ar ument 

made for d. the element~ in the center of the array &&ill hate and insigmli&ant relative contnbu&u&n to the 

iield in the imagin rc non compared to the edge elements when & / g bee&&mes signil'icantly larger than 

one. as shown in Figui e 3 g 
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Figure 3. 8 Field Pattern Along i. for //= /0 and s/&I & / 

Design Parameters Affecting Performance Alongy 

The malonty of the challenge of designing PFRL coils consists of compromising between the 

performance charactenstics along the three axes, vih&ch often have opposing optimization requirements. 

In part this is due to the need for linearity along the y axis while maintaimng periodicity along the x axis 

When linearity exists over a significant region along y, &t tends to extend to the performance along &2 

causing the detcnoration of pern&dicity. 

Consider the affect of the parameter d / 2 on the field seen along y in the imaging region between the 

coil sets. When d / g is less than one, the transition ol' the field from a positive cosine t'or positive y to an 

inverted cosine for neganve y becomes concentrated, exhibiting a large gradient with good lineanty m a 

limited region between the opposing halves of the PERL coil. The opposmg halves are so named because 

they are inverted in phase to create the necessary transition along i. Obviously, when d / 2 increases, the 



rate &it'change of thc Iield decreases v, hen transitioning along «n the region between the c&nls We can 

analyze this effect bv selectm a single current element from the arr&y. since the total t&cld &s a summation 

of cont«butioni that have thc same form. In this case wc have . ub&trarilv selected thc reroth elemcnr m 

octant I. By making the assumption that L &s &nfinitc and s is zero t&i s&mphfy thc analysis. and performing 

the differentmtion with respect to i we get. 

16 +4 r&olo 

+16y + 16d 2 2 2 

n/A. +16y +16d (/c +16 i )zr 
/2 2 2 2 2 

/(g/& +16y +16d +Ay)«o/oy 
/2 

— 16 
3/2 

(k +16y +16d ) (h +16d )2& 
2 2 2 2 2 

(3 I ) 

Close examination of the expression reveals that as d / ri decreases, the gradient along y decreases, and the 

field has a umform slope over a larger region. This analysis is easily erdended to the t'icld produced hy an 

array of elements. Figure 3. 9a and Figure 3. 9b contrasts the case for d / ri less than one to the case when it 

is s&gmficantly greater than one. 
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Figure 3. 9n Effect of d on Gradient strength and Linear Region Along the v axis 
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Figure 3. 9b El'I'ect of d on Gradient strength and Linear Region Along the y axis 

The analysis of the performance related to 4 / 2 folloiis the same steps . is that for d / y. . The conceptual 

explanation for the effect of s/ g on the field along y is rel&tively simple As s / g increases, the iield 

simply shifts so that there is less c&mtribution to the ima ing region, v hich is centered at the ongm As 

described previously, the penodicity along x is nullified rapidly due to the rapid falloff of the array. By 

again using the zeroth element of octant I as representative of the cumulative effect of the arrays. and 

makmg the assumption that L tends to mlmity v. bile d goes to zero to simplify expressions, we find that 

the derivative of the field ivith re~pact to y is. 

32y — 32 0 
+4 iiO/O 

2 2 2 2 1 2 
+ 16y — 32y s+ 16 s 1 (&( )t + 16y — 32ys+ 16 s — 4 s+4y) uo /o (32y — 32 s) (3 2) 

2 . 2 + 16 y — ! & y s+ 16 s 
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2 2 2 
)t(). + 16y — 32ys+16s ) 

Fiaure 3. 10 shows the derivative of the field defined by this expression Rir two values of s / 4. 
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Figure 3. /// Effect of Var&mg 3 /ri on the Denvative of the Field 

If we choose r / 2 so that the flat region shown in Figure 5. 13 extends through the imaging region, we get 

a low gradient strength that is relatively homogeneous. If, however, we choose s /2 so that the peak exists 

within the imaging region. we get high gradient strength but poor homogeneity across the imaging region 



METHODS 

PERL Coil Wlodeling and Construction 

The PERL coil configuratum descnbed previouslv uas optimized usin trial and error methods in 

conlunction with closed tonn Iield calculations for all pnmary and return current paths. A pro ram 

written specifically tbr PERL coil iield modehng performed the calculati»ms The coil itself was 

constructed by hand iirapping wiie. making the target field method impractical. The computer modelin 

used to optinnze the PERL field in a hmited re ion also mcorpnrated the thickness and»»rapping 

charactenstics of the»i ire into the model. 

Thc final PERI. coil design»» us selected trom roughly 30 deugns due to a good compromise between 

venous aspects ot the PERL field. includin linearity alon» and penodicity along. » v ithin the desired 

region. as well as gradient strength, homogeneity along =, and pracncality ot implementation Figure 4. 0 

shows nne ot four identical hanLs nf current elements and gives the final layout and parameter values tor 

the design that was constructed. 
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Figure 4. 0 Experimental PERL Coil Design 
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Computer modeling ii as used ti& generate the tield produced by this design, including all pnmary arxl 

return pathw The field m the plane c=0 is shown in Figure 4 l 

Figure 4. 1 Simulated PERL Field Generated by Experimental Coil 

The plot in Figure 4. 1 covers a span of b cm on i and 2 cm on i. Outside of these boundaries the ticld 

departs from the PERL field rapidly. The field along the y axis and its denvative show sigmficant non- 

linearity as compared to fields produced by conventional Imear gradient coils even in the region near the 

origin. Figure 4. 2 shows the peak-to-peak view of the field along the y axis. and Figure 4. 3 shows the 

derivative of the field along the y axis, clearly indicatmg tluctuation in the slope. 
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Figure 4. 2 The PERL Field on the 1 axis 
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Figure 4. 3 The Denvative of the PERL Field on the y axis 
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Figure 4. 4 Periodicity of the PERL Field 

Experimentation 

' 
h the - adient channel of a l. 5 T ducted by interfacing the PERL coil wit t e - gr 

of distilled water I cm in diameter. was thin enoug to v:arra Ma s stem. The phantom, a test tube o isti e wa . ' . in enou to v:arra 'I'ecMag system. 

n e. ' b' f th expenment was to venfy the n e. The rimary object 0't cexpen tfte lack of slice selection in the pul~e sequence. p 
' 
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formation of an echo train under non-ideal real «orld circumstances. Var&ouv amoun«&f prephav&ng were 

achieved by adlust&ng both the ampl&t&cation and duratu&n ol' the PFRL c&nl channel t&& investigate the 

decrease m peak echo amplitude I'or lar er amounts of prephas&ng. Since spac&ng between echoes &s, in 

theory. inversely proportional to the strength of the readout gradient, expenments were conducted to 

control the echo spacing using the ieadout gradient strength. All experiment~ consisted of multiple 

acquisition averaging using either a non-sl&ce selecti&e spin echo sequence mcludin PERI prephasing, as 

shovvn in I igure 2RL or a non-slice selective radiant echo sequence modilicd to include the application of 

the PERL field. 

Several RI' coils v, ere constructed in an elfort to improve SNR after prel&minary experiments proved to 

yield no detectable signal &vhen conducted uv&ng RF coils that were relanvely poor m qual&ty. RF co&ls 

used to obtain results consisted of sin le-turn, dual Helmholtz loops designed to detect s&gnal across the 

rectangular volume in the PERL field v, as closest to optimum. Coils were used &n standard imaging 

sequences to verify perlormancc poor to use in experimentation involving the PERL sequence. 



RFSI!I. TS AbCD DISC I!SSIC)V 

Most of the results do not otter convincmg evidence of the formanon ot an echo tram, however, an 

umisually large amount of signal remained long after the initmtion of the readout gradient, suggesting 

mcreased coherence as compared to what iiould be expected from gradient-induced di:cay followin the 

application of the readout gradient. This suggests that the PERL prephasing was causm some amount ot 

coherence to cycle in the signal. but if so. the amount v as mmimal and unusablc at cunent levels. 

The echo peaks themseli es could not be labeled as such v, ith abvttlutc certmnty. however, what would 

presumably be the echo peaks cxhibitcd the expected increase in mter-echo spacing in the presence of 

dimimshed readout gradient strength. I'or the rcmumdcr of this discussion, pinnts m the signal that could 

represent the partial rephasing of spms dunng an echo will be termed peaks to indicate ambiguity. 

One source of doubt anses from the fact that readout gradient amplitudes on the order of one-hundredth 

of a G/cm, which ivere used to m expcrimcnts m which peaks were visible and separated by 4 — 20 ms, are 

in fact possibly on the order of leakage oflket current that lions through the coils even when no output is 

applied. Th» would seriously undermine the argument that the peak spacmg was in fact affected by small 

chan es in the readout gradient strength that mav have been buried in the noise of the system. 

Another possible source of ambiguity stems from normal gradient mduced decay, ivhich diminishes 

with readout gradient strength. This suggests that the mcrease in mter-peak spacing that apparently 

exhibited the behavior predicted by theory, might in fact have been a manifestation of dccreasmg gradient 

induced decay. since the effects of lower readout gradient strength on the PERL signal and the signal from 

normal gradient decay may be difficult to differentiate. If the results had been more uleal, these two 

potential explanations for the increase in peak spacing would not be as easily confused. For a standard 

gradient-mduced decay. the gradient strength affects the exponential decay rate of the signal, but does not 

change the periodicity of the decaying signal. In a PERL experiment. however, the penodicity of the 

signal is mversely proportional to the readout gradient strength. 

Attempts to mcrease the apparent cyclical coherence of the signal by using a weaker PERL field to 

prephase did not result m a detectable increase in peak amplitude that would indicate an increase m 

coherence Since theory indicates that the PERL echo train approaches a gradient-induced decay curve as 

the PERL field approaches zero. the detectable coherence observed at an advanced point in time may 

actually diminish as the PFRL field decreases. At the same time, the signal is easiest to analyze at these 

points in time because of the decreased effects of the HD. Therefore, ~hite the coherence may have 

improved early on in the signal for weaker PERL fields, it v as difficult to differentiate this from the FID. 

In summary, the results can be interpreted to indicate cyclical coherence m the signal as a result of 

PERL prephasing, indicating potential for improvement, hut did not yield a periodic signal that could 

conceivably be sampled to generate an image 



c OV& I. I SIONS 

Fundamentally. PERL MRI sacnfices signal coherence m order to encode the si nal &n a sin le shot 

«nhout usmg rapidly sivitchin gradients. This iv true even il'it c&iuld he implemented to yield results 

that agree precisely v&ith theory. Therefore. si mt&cant SNR penalties will result v&th the application of 

stronger PERL fields since thc pi&&vcr contained m each echo will diminish relative to the power &n 

ambient n&nse 

IVeaken&ng the PERL Iield, ho&&ever. causes the minimum resolvable distance along y to mcrcase. The 

revoluti&m in y is proportional to the product of the duration and the maximum slope of the PERL Iield. 

iVon-lincaritv of the PFRI. Iield at a given value of i causes localized differences in slope that will lead t&i 

non-unilorm resolution along i The experimental PERL coil built for this investigation vvould 

presumably create images with a vanation in resolut ton along y of rou hly 25' &. 

ln basic PERL MRI, resolution along. i depends solelv on the penodicity of the PERL coil itscll; and 

cannot bc changed by adjusting &magmg pammeters, The PLRL coils analyzed in this mvcstigation 

maintained good penod&c&ty for only 40% of the total distance occupied by the c&nl in this dimension, and 

were extremely sensitive to the fnnge elements. True permdicity along i does not occur vvhen the effects 

of the fnnge elements cause the penod&c field to bend, and hence become non-penodic. Although there 

was no theoretical or experimental investigation of the effects of we&ghtmg the amplitude of the PERL 

field by a function of x. which occurs f&ir bent fields, it &s reasonable to believe that this would seriously 

alter and most likely el&mmate any cyclical c&iherence in the signal Due to the sensitivity of the design 

and the difficulty of achieving the desired precision in a hand built coil, a possible explanation for the non- 

ideal&ty of the experimental results may be that the field generated by the expenmental coils is not truly 

penodic. If experiments had been conducted with a smaller phantom, the ideality of the field may have 

&mproved. but this would have reduced the potential signal intensity as well smce less spina v'ould be 

available to rephase. This mvestigation would need to be conducted without introducmg inconsistencies 

resulting from moving the PERL apparatus and ruining the magnet shim betv een experiments. This could 

be accomplished by placing a small test tube of water within the PERL coil and feeding a long hose mto 

the imaging region of the PERL coil. The hose would facilitate that movement of water into and out ol' the 

PFRI. field. Such an experiment could also expenmentally venfy the formation of lobes in the PERL 

echo resulting from the higher frequency spina present m the hose, which v ould occupy more space along 

. r Future work should seek to investigate the eflects of non-idealities m the PERL field on the formation 

of echoes by performing computer simulations and examining the field created by the experimental coil 

built for this investigation. This could he accomplished by turning on the PERL field prior to the sampling 

of k-space using the conventional spin echo sequence, resulting in an image with different T2" weighting 
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for different spina within the sample Another ima e could he made i&ithnut the PERL-imposed Tga 

& tyc&tv. olid the ditto&'c'lice bcl'wc& Il thc tv&n images ci&uld tlleil be takeit to create a map of the PERL t'ield. 

An unusual aspect of PFRI. MRI stems from the changes in the signal resultmg from the positn&nin 

the phantom in the field. I lnhl. e linear gradients, both the size and p&iviuon of the phantom can 

sigmficantly alter the signal due to the localized vanability of' ihc PERI. tield. Additional experiments 

should also employ methods similar to those already dover&bcd to investigate the changes in the signal 

resulting from changing the placement and orientation of the phanu&m relative to the PERL field. 

Although PERL MRI undoubtedly suffers from SNR penalties due to lowered coherence, it may be a 

potentially important form of MRI in certain circumstances that have not yet been identified. XVhile PERL 

is mathematically elegant, the desi n and construction of PFRL coils that provide performance 

comparable to current linear gradient coils v, ith respect to coil size. usable imaging region, and gradient 

strength represents a sigmficant en ineerin challen e. 
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APPEVDIX A 

FEb&DAMFVT. '&I. g OF MRI 

lvlagnct&c resonance &ma &n ~ &s a process that measui es the free induction decay of quantum nuclear spin 

states in the presence of magnetic field gradients and shaped Rl- pulses, und decodes the information into 

image data. IIas&c MRI analysis consists of spatially encoding a slice &if thc specimen and mathematically 

constructing an image from the select«el& sampled decay rates of the magnetic dipoles of its constituent 

nuclei. All MRI technology has these fundamental attobutes in common, making them central to the 

PFRL experiment discussed &n this paper. 

Althouch an understanding of MRI techniques is possible i& ithout consideration of quantum mechanics, 

the behavior of the nuclei cannot be appreciated and thc extent ot the MRI concept not fully realized 

ivithoui addressm spin states. Tuo quantum numbers, l and &11, characteoze thc spin states of the 

nuclei If I &s integral or half-integral. the nuclei can be exploited in MRI analysis due to its magnetic 

propertieu Fortunately. the hydrogen proton. iihich exists in most orgamc matter. exhibits this trait. The 

relutnm 

m = +I, +(I — [), . . . . 0 

gives the number of distinct energy states [3]. The energy difference betv:ecn the states of a spin &/i 

nucleus l&ke the hvdrogen atom is given by 

fxE = (F. y 
— Ey ) = giBa 

v, here f& is Planck's constant divided by 2 yr . y is the nucle& specific Larmor ratio, and Bp Is thc static 

magnetic field, usually --directed [3]. The local static magnetic field, then, determmes precisely v;hat 

frequency an incident photon must have to induce a transition betv;een energy levels, and this pnnciple is 

exploited in selecting specific nuclei by manipulation of the ambient static magnetic field. 

Each quantum spm state carries a magnetic dipole moment »ith - component given by the equation [3]: 



Vie can visualize the — comp&ment excluvi& el& since wc will be dealing with a large number of spin vectors 

formin ' a net magnetic dipole moment in thc p&isitii e — dirccti&in, which iv vli htly pret'crrcd as thc low 

eneigy position &n the presence of a posttive c-directed Ba tield ype can then consider the summation as 

an isolated spm and apply classical mechamcs along w ith the relationship between spm frequency and the 

static magnetic t&eld to obtain the Bloch equation [3] 

d/. I = — yBu xf i. 
(B 

Thc equation correctly asserts that thc magnetic dipole moment vector ali ns vv&th the: axis in the 

cquilibnum position lor the =-directed static magnetic field. However, should an x or y directed RF pulse 

of the proper frequency be applied, the dipole moment will begm both to t&p from the = axis as v ell as to 

precess about &t. The exact behavior depends upon the time variation of the applied magnetic field, Bi, 

and conforms to the equation [3]. 

dM = — yM x(Ba+B, ) 
Ck 

where M represents the summation of all individual magnetization vectors The displacement of the 

magnetization vector in the presence of the applied photons will mduce a resultant time-varying field that 

can be detected on a properly designed receiving coil. This forms the basis for MRI stimulus and 

feedback. 

As previously stated, the displaced magnetization vector will precess. and therefore lends itself to study 

within a rotational frame as opposed to the laboratory frame. The rotational field will have the same 

frequency of oscillation as the magnetization vector, thereby forcing the B&, field to he zero v:ithm the 

rotational frame and leaving the Bi field. chosen to be essentially constant in the rotatmg frame, to solely 

induce the torque &m the magnetization vector within the rotational frame. This torque, in con]unct&on 

with the magnetization vector, is resp&msihle for precession of the magnetization about the B, vector and 

the subsequent tip angle. In the laboratory frame the magnetization vector will precess about two axes for 

the duration of the Bi pulse, and will precess about the - axis only until its energy has been dissipated. 



The tip angle. measured from the — ax&s. &s prnport&onal to thc product ot' the magmtude and durst&on of thc 

rotational B, field by j'. The tiio most important cases in basic MRI are the yfl 2 and yf pulsei, named 

for the extent to which the& t&p the magnet&zation from thc - axis. 

Fnergy dissipation occurs due to rclaxatiiin processes until the net magnetization vector has returned to 

equilibrium along the: axis The tiio relaxation processes that effect tins return are charactenred by 

either a longitudmal o& transierse loss of encr y The T& process is an exponential process charactenzed 

by a liras of energy to the surrounding lattice &n &i h&ch thc ma nitude of each magnetization &actor 

diminishes. Thc T. process &s also an exponentml process characterized bv the dephasing of the 

components of the a gre ate ma net&sation vector result&ng in a progrciiiiely smaller s&gnal, Dephi&sing 

&s caused by the vanatams m rotational frequencv due to mhomogencitics introduced by interact&ons ivith 

neighbonng atoms ivith associated I'. t&me constant. non-ideal Ba fields iv&th associated T„ time 

constant, and magnetic field gradients with assi&ciated T, time constant Smce T, varies with nuclear 

cnv&ronment, we desne (echmques to isolate it &rom the effects of the MRI equipment. given by the 7& 

and T, time constants. The T, time constant is related to T, by 

1 ] yAB„ — — + T' T'& 2 

where ABa is the range of the magnetic iield occupied by excited spins [3]. The T, time constant 

reflects the~e affects as well as grad&ent-induced decay, given by 

ym, 
+ ++ir 

Tz Tz 

v:here G is the gradient strength and r is the ob]ect radius [3]. 

Creat&on of a grad&ent echo, the most basic approach to nullifying the effects of a gradient along x in the 

tntal magnetic field, relies on reversing the dephasing along the x axis prior tu &hits collect&on. This 

subsequently reverses the precessions of the d&poles in the. iy plane. and causes frequency to vary linearly 

along the x axis. When a gradient along x is applied m the opposite direction, &t gradually rephases the 
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magnetizat«m along the. & axis. reaching a peak &shen the & «nation of both frequency and phase is zero 

along &he. r aviv 

the second p&ipular appr&mch. termed spm-echo. causes an echo &&& hirm that carries primarily 1, 
inl'ormation. In principle. if the spina rotate l80' about either the. r or i ax&s v;hilc undergoing normal 

precession, they &vill rephase &v&th an ag& regate ma nitude &hit &s independent of the spatial ma netic iield 

vanations. If 1IE &s the amount of time from the imtial tipping ol' the dipoles into the xy plane occurnn ~ 

at thc time origin to the formation of an echo. then 1E/ designates when the l80' tl&p occurred. This 

can be visualized by analogy to runners on a track. If ihe runners beg&n running at different constant 

speeds at the t&me on in and change d&rect«m after a t&me TE/2. then they will return tn their starting 

position at exactly time TE . 

The sequence of step~ taken to collect ima e data from the sample begins with slice selection. which &s the 

part. ol the obiect that will be seen &n thc two dimensional image. As prev«iusly shov n, the local Larmor 

frequency of oscillation of the sample nuclei is directly related to the applied Bc field by thc nuclei 

specific Larmor ratio. If a z-directed gradient magnetic field &s applied such tl&at the total field is given by 

B(P) =- (Bn + G . P)a 

v here Iz is the gradient strength, there is a link bet&veen pnsition along the - axis and Larmor frequency 

that is easily exploitable m excitmg a specific ~lice orthogonal to the = axis. Recall that an x or y-directed 

magnetic field varying as a sinusoid at the Larmor frequency of a given nucleus is approximated in the 

rotational frame as a constant field. By making the "small t&p-angle" approximation, which states that the 

for am~it tip angle~. the tip angle is linearly related to the RF pulse power [3]: 

Mxr (=) = 2zzWze 
' F '(B&(t)} 

Therefore, a slice of nuclei can be excited by applymg an x or I directed Bi field in the form of a sine 

function of the appropriate amplitude. bandwidth. and center frequency. As soon as the z-d&rected dipoles 

begm to tip toward the. &y plane, their --related Larmor frequencies w&ll cause them to dephase along the z 

axis. as evidenced hy the complex exponential fact&ir in the previous aqua«on. 'I'his position-dependent 
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phase shift can be "rewound" by appl& ing a gradient pulse of opposite sign I' or thc same lcn th &il time as 

the slice selection pulse. The phases &vill then realign, and there will be no spatial I'rcquency variatinn 

upon the coinpletmn of the rew ind pulse. 

Once the shee has been chosen. v, e require a technique to spatially encode the field induce decay into the 

received signal so that nucleus-specific relaxation times can ultimately be mapped to the ry plane. 

enerating an image. A popular technique to do this relies on orthogonal gradients to link Larmor 

I'rcquency to position alon the . r axis. and phase to position along the i axis. The si naia are enerated 

and discretely sampled repeatedly until eniiu h data hus been collected to take a two-dimensional inverse 

I'ouner transform and reconstruct the image 

The received signal will not be a function of position ivithout the application of gradients, since Larmor 

frequency vvdl be constant throughout the slice. I irst ive must develop the signal in the absence of 

gradients by incorporation of the relaxation effects into the B loch equation to yield the modified B loch 

equation [3] 

dM- — 
M XQx 

™&try� 

(Mz Mz )Qz — TM x B 
ct T Ti 

v:ith a transverse magnetization solution and equivalent forms [3]: 

Mx» (t) ™xy (rtx COSNpt Q& St&i QPpt)c 

M xy (t): M rye Rc((Qx 7'Qy )E 

Mampulation of Maxwell's equations gives the relation for the voltage in a coil with sensitivity [3]. 

Bu 
B& (QX JQY ) 

The voltage induced in the coil is then [3]: 

1 (t) j J2NpAVM xy Bi, e ' ' -e ' " . 



The preceding equat«&ns outline the deniaiion i&t' &hc tundamental relat«mship between the propert&ev i&f;i 

lllllque lol. limed»olumc element ol' the nuclear eniironmen& and &he resulting voltage v& nal occurnng in 

a Jv&cctor coil. which ivill ultimately be used to ~ample the. iggrega&e &ime varyin v«mal to collect dat1 

fol l&11age reellflstflletlnll. 

The application of grad&ents allo»vs the received vi nal to carry with &t information about the composition 

of the signal relatii e to po&nts in the sample slice. Through the technique of frequency encodin, this can 

be accomplished along the. v axis. An c-directed gradient along. » is added, and the volume mtc ral 

represents the total s&gnal over the volume of thc vl&ce. iving [3]. 

$(t) = ff j cu„t3;M'„Bue "ie ""'" ""'' 'drdy. 
+2 li r 

Since ivc consider the sl&ce to be thm. ive can assume homo ene&ty in;. The parameters of interest here 

arc &M» . 8„, and 2; because they are spatially dependent. The image at a pomt is: 

1(x, v) = j — nial»-M x&. (x, y. -)B„(. »3 v, z)e " -. 
n 

So an expression for the received signal at the coil is [3): 

S(t) = ff 1(x, y)e 
' "'" drd&. 

The. i-dependent component of the angular frequency» e»panded as [3]: 

tt&(x) = rt&a + +, x. 

Noiv, if the signal is passed through a quadrature demodulator and m&xed with a signal equal in frequency 

to the Ba mduced frequency, we can eliminate theft&a component &n the exponent and write [3[. 

5(l) = ff 1(x, y)e A»drdy. 
&v 



Here l&, h. is replaced +~ I This mems tlhni the &ere»ed s&gn&l &s ihe Foui&cr I&ansi'orm of the pio(ection 

i&l thc ima c i&n the i axis To obtain the iilrole tiio-dimen u&nal ima c ii &s necessarv to encode a&Ion& (hc 

i axis ac well Obviously fc, represents bo(h thc Fi uricr di&main iariable and a spat&al phase chungc that 

ll&l:le, &sex bo(h linearly along x and hnearly with the amount (&f »me the gradient hus been applied In 

othe& ivords. the longer thc I'rcquency variation along the i axis lasts. the morc phase difference &vill 

accumulate. Therefore. sampl&ng of the signal value as time increases is the same as sampling along the 

k ax&s The t&me ori in coincides iiith the f(, origin. crea(ing a complication ivith the mverse 
I 

tiansfo&rnatw&n process. This will be addressed shortly 

( eneration of a two dimensional image requires kno»ledge ot' what is at(cd k-space, which is the (wi&- 

dimension. &l sp. ttml t'requency compos&tion of the signal Each point &n thc image map depends on (he 

accuracv of knov, ledge i&f the entirely of k-space As has been shi&wn. &I'we i&nly knov' one l&ne of), 

space. &hen only a single line representing the summation of all image data along the orthogonal axis can 

be genera(ed A icchnique knoivn as phase encoding alloiis us tn shift away from the origin of k-space 

along tl&e v ax&s. 

Similar io the concept of frequency encodm &s the concept of phase encoding. While the two encoding 

techniques stem from the concept of radients. the difference arises due to the sampling of the signal 

dunng (hc frequency-encoding pulse. causing the rate of phase change along x to increase with time. The 

phase encoding pulse has a magnitude G and duration 7 dunng ivhich data is not collected. Since this 
V 

step precedes the t'requency-encoding step. the effect seen alon thc i axis during data collection exhibits 

nii trequency va&miion, hence the name pha~e encoding Thus. the ~ignal can now be represented as thc 

(wo-d&mensa&na( Founer transt'orm (3 l 

S(f) = 0 f(r. &. )u a'e "''dxd)s 
. Iicv 

Phase and trequency encoding pulse sequences can facilitate the full sampling of k-space. Partial 

saturatiim is the most basic sequence. First, the slice selection gradient and RF pulse are applied 

simultaneously, followed by phase rewind pulse that creates a grad&ent along -. The phase encoding 

magnitude, arising from the gradient along y, is unique to each sequence, while the duration remains 

unchanged For each repetit&on, the sampl&ng occumng dunng thc frequency-encodmg step will occupy a 

unique line of ksp&ce. Finally, a gradient along r &s applied and the read coil performs sampling. This 
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sequence ot steps is repeated for all desired ialues of /b, , and then the data &s mverse Founer rranstiirmed 

and mterpreted to aenerate the ima c. 

ln the precedmg discussion. the center of k-space al&mg the. &-axis &s measured at the beginmn ol'each 

frequency-encoding gradient. This means that the left half plane of k-space cannot be sampled. While 

there are techmques to oi ercome this &i &thout more sampling. fundamentally we wish to be able to sample 

all of k-space. A gradient-echo sequence is the simplest way to accomplish this. 

Dunng each repetition of the gradient-echo sequence, the addition of a I'requency-encoding gradient 

applied at the same time and for the same duration as the phase encoding radiant causes the ensuing 

samplmg tu begin at a point alon the negatiie k, axis. This point depends on the applied gradient 

strength. The mit&al frequency-encoding gradient &s applied in the &ippos&tc direction as thc primary 

frequency-encoding gradient. in~erting the rate of phase change seen along z. Both ol gradient 

apphcat&ons occur withm thc same cycle Thus. the spins will be dephased to a chosen point on the 

f&, axis by the begmmng uf samplmg, and the gradient applied durin the samplmg will rephase them, 

achieving a peak at time t2 measured from the start of samphng [3]: 

G, a T, a =C, z 

Beyond time t2 the coil samples pomts along the pox&tive f&, axis because the spms have begun to dephase 

m the positive direction. 

There are two malor problems with the pulse sequence lust descnbed. Recall that net magnetization 

vector m the zy plane will begin to undergo relaxation processes due to a number of factors. Therefore the 

magnetization detected in the coil will have already undergone a good deal of relaxation before the signal 

can be sampled, and that means that less samples can be taken before the signal has diminished to an 

unusable state. Also. the sampled signal will reflect decay caused by magnetic field mhomogeneity, 

undermining the detection of the natural decay caused by the nuclear environment that characterizes the 

atomic makeup of the sample. 

The most ingenious method to eliminating losses due to magnetic field inhomogeneity relies on the spin- 

echo technique discussed previously. Recall that if all of the spins in the x& plane are mit&ally aligned right 

after being tipped, the magnetic field mhomogeneity will mduce magnetic field variation in the data 



sul(estirm prri «ss will rcvult in posit&on dependent phase shifts throu bout the sample al'tcr sr&me amr&unt 

rrl time. TE/2, measured 1'rom the mitml tipping If. at TL'. /2. all rrf ihc nri&iri&ns are fl&pped 1 s0=, &bout 

&he i o& v as&s. the sr nal v ill nullify dephasin 
' due to espei &menml field r arista&ns at time TF. . an&1 ca» s 

sriih rt &mls spat&ally encoded information on natumlls &ndur. ed des&'r 

The spin cr:ho sequence is analogoirs to the gradient echo sequr. ncc, hut the ininal frequency-encod&ng 

rad&ent. occurring pnoi to the 180' flip. will have the same direct&on as the next frequency-encoding 

grad&en&, rx:curnn atter the 180' fl&p. Because the spms hare been fl&pped. a grad&ent along x of the same 

sign causes them to real&gn at TE The fl&ppmg procedure is analogous to slice sclcction, but the phase 

vauaiion . &Iong the — ax&s &s rev, ound by the conjugation of k-space by the fl&pping pulse, and the power 

conmrned in the RF pulse &s rester in order to ach&ese greater flip an le 

Resolution and Field of View 

Data collectir&n through the samplm of k-space must occur at discrete mtervals. Since sampling requires 

t&mc. ihere &s a limit to the amount of samplmg that can occur before the signal decays below noise levels. 

Both the extent of the k-space plane that is sampled and the rate at ssh&ch it is sampled determine the 

resolut&on and field of view of the image. The relat&onsh&p between crumpling resolution and field of view 

along the x and & axes is [3] 

2' '-1r 
FOV» =, FOV& = 

Ak, 6/. 
, 

Sr&lee s, lfllplfng uccllrs at (Imr'. &liters'lls urlsler a colts(ali( frequency-encoding grad&ent, the resolution in 

f, is related to the iime bc&ween samples by [3]: 

&r&k, = ]f, f3). 

Combming this equation w&th the previous equation, and definmg field of view m x as NAx, the 

resolution along the x ax&s of the &mage is [3): 

2rr 

NyO, 13r 



The preceding relationships apply to the phase encoded y axis as well, but the f&', axis is traversed hy 

inc&ementing the phase encodtn gradient strength as opposed to &ts durat&on Th&s preserves constant 

repetition time 'Ihercl'orc, the relationship for resolution alon the i axis is [3J 

77' 

N p". , T„ 

Contrast 

By des&gmng pulse sequences that mampulate the iieighting of image parameters, we can accentuate 

details of specific &nlury processes or diseases In particular. images generated using pulse sequences 

des&gned to give Tj 'lielghtin i&ill pro&ide different mformat&on than those weighted by T, . Typ&cally, 

appropriate values of TE and TR can opt&mize contrast between tv;o dil Ierent types of tissue 

Consider both the trans& crse magnet&zation. M x& . and the longitudinal magnet&zation. M z, fiir thc 

partial saturation sequence. At time t = 0. poor to application of the slice selecuon pulse, we have 

Mx. 
& 
(0) = Oand Mz(0) ™z 

The RF pulse t&ps the sp&ns into the. ry plane. during &ihich time the T& and T, relaxation eflects are 

insubstantial. Following the RF pulse the ma netization components are. 

Mx&(0 )=Mz 

Mz(0 ) = 0. 

The magnetizat&on components immed&ately preceding the second RF pulse are: 

Mx, „(TR) =- M, ' e ' 'e 

M z (TR) = M z (( — e ). 



Since T, charactenzes the rate of longitudinal return to the equilibnum position. Mz has been partmlly 

restored. Al'tcr the second RF pulse has iotated the partiall& restored longitudinal magnetizaturn hack into 

the transverse plane. v, e have: 

M» (TR') = Mz (1 — e ) tM, ' e ' 

Mr(TR )=0. 

I'he transverse magnetization now consists ol' both the onginal transverse components and the contribution 

of the inn itudinal magnetization from the second RF pulse. At the end of the cycle, v e have: 

The transverse magnetization consists of the product of the transverse magnetization at the begmmng of 

this cycle and the decay fact&irs The longitudmal field that has returned clearlv simplifies to the 

ion itudinal field at the end of the last cycle. indicatmg that the process has reached equilibnum. Upon 

u 
rotation into the transverse plane at the beginning of the N cycle. the transverse magnetization is 

dominated by the Ti v;eighted term: 

M zr (N TR ) = M, ' (l — e ). 

Therefore the partial satumtion sequence is useful for generatmg T, weighted images. Similar derivations 

illustrate how other sequences can be exploited to produce T, , T, , or spm density weighted images. 

Consider the spin-echo sequence with transverse magnetization given by: 



By mampulating the TR and TE t&mes of the pulse sequence ielati&e to the Tj and T, times of the 

sample, the in&age can be &ie& htcd according to the osis ot the expenment I'or instance. a l& weighted 

&ma c can be obtained l&y settin TE to be shnit relat»e to T, . and»flo»&ng TRto he nn the same order 

Is Tj Alternatively, the use of a lon TR &vill elimmate the Tj term. leaving T. to determme contrast. 

Lastly. muking TR vei v lung and TE vcr& short will result in an image &ie&ghted by thc sp&n dist& ibutn&n, 

Mz(x, y). 

Radio-frequency Coils 

Radio-frequency coils in IvIRI ser~e two purposes Energy t1owv mto the sample in thc form of 

the B& field from the RF coil. encoding excitmg the magnet&zatn&n into h&gher energy quantum states 

dunng slice selection and tlipping processes. RF coils detect echoes from the sample and convert the field 

ener y mto an electron tl&nv that can be filtered and analyzed dunng image reconstruction. However, tins 

t1ov. of electnc&ty m the coil itself generates a voltage assoc&ated with thermal noise effects In order to 

design coils that are as &nscns&tive to noise volta e as possible. enginccrs rely on the derived signal to 

noise rat&o for co&ls. To begin iv&th. signal voltage in the coil for a MRI process demonstrates the 

I'ollowing relationship [3] 

Vu] = +2f»ahVMx, /Bn 
f 

where rz&a is the Larmor frequency. A V &s the & olume, M 
x& ls the equilibnum transverse magnet&zat&on. , 

and Bu is the effect&ve RF flux density. If the co&l has resistance, R „&, the noise voltage obeys the 

relationsh&p [3]. 

V. „„, = ~4k'/R 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature &n Kelv&n. and 6f is the bandwidth of the signal. By 

taking the ratio of signal to noise and el&minating the constants that remam unchanged from voxel to 

vnxel, the signal to noise ratio. or SNR, becomes [3]: 



Th&s s&mpl&fied I'orm is more meamn I'ul for the purposes of c&»l design. because its terms are determ&ned 

solely by the &lux density:&nd noise th«coil produces while transmttting. If the SiVR given by this relation 

is good, it will in gene&al also perl&irm well dunng MRI processes in wh&«h the actual SiVR is mor« 

precisely defined and vanes ivith position. 

The rear«st difficulty &n determimn the transm&ssn&n SIVR of a given co&l anves due to the complc&uty of 

defmin the ma netic flux density. B&, Wh&le complex modeling techmqucs exist that give an accurate 

ptedictiun ol the flux densiti. the Bi&it-Saiart la&i ot't«n pro~ides the most practical approach As a 

remmder, the Biot-Savart law is [3]: 

p ~f(P )dl xa, 
B(r) = 

qrr, R 

This relat&onship defines the llux dens&tv m terms of attainable parameters for a known current 

d&stribution, and can be evaluated with numencal methods. I ortunatelv, since most coils fall into one of 

three categories in MRI. the flux densities have been v. ell defined These categooes are circular, solem»d, 

and b&rdcage coils. 

Cxradient Coils 

As previously stated, the application of =-directed grad&ents during the MRI proces~ establishes the critical 

link between space and frequency Ideally the gradient coils only create a lmear variation in field strength 

solely along &!ne axis. hov, ever, dependmg on the cont&guration, some fluctuation occurs along the 

transverse axes ax well. Again. the Bint-Savart law is applicable. 

Consider a ba&nc pair of circular loop co&ls ahgned to face each other, one at - = A, and the other at - = -A 

This is a common configuration for effecting a gradient along the - ax&s. If equal currents flow counter- 

clockv ise m one coil and clockwise in the other. the B&ot-Savart law asserts that the net B, magnetic field 

&n the plane g&ven hy "= 0 w&ll be zero. because the contnbut&ons &om each coil are equal and opposite. 



In general, the --directed variation along the — axis is an odd linear function and conforms 

toBt(-) = — Bt( —:). 

The Bint-Savart lav, is also useful in anal& zing saddle coils. which can be used to create c-directed 

gradients along the. r and i axes. Because saddle coils are eometr«:ally more complex than circular coils. 

with currents that must be considered m transi cree planes, the precise descnption of their characteristic 

fields will not be descnbed here. 



APPENDIX B 

BI JRST IMAGING 

In mtr&iducin ~ tradit«mal IvIRI sequences and illustrating the mathematical pone&ples that encode spatmlly 

variatnm into the signal from a stimulated sample. i&c hate demonstrated the functionahty of MRI without 

regard t&»mage acquisition time. Trad&tional techniques arc capable of generating h&gh resolution imagcw 

but the time requ&red to do so p&oh&b&ts the&r use m d&namic imaging appl&cations Ivlany cand&dates lor 

MRI analysis. such as the heart. bram. and ner&ouv a&stem. mtroduce time lim&tat&ons for acquinn useful 

datu. Devising high resolution. ultra-fast imagin sequences is the goal of today's MRI researchers. yct 

&ipportun&t&es rema&n to engineer lo&i cost. ultra-fast. versa&&le MRI svstems 

BIJRST imagmg represents a relatively umquc ultra-fast MRI process &n that it acquires data in a single- 

shot excitation sequence ivithout employing high I'requency gradients. as is required m echo-planar 

imaging. among others. For BURST imaging. the acquisit&on of &mage data occurs on a time scale ol 

roughly 10- IOOms. while an echo-planar sequence typ&cally requires gg-I SOms lql. The elimination of 

high frequency gradients. ho&&ever, motivates BURST research. The advanta ev ol'drastically reducing 

gradient-sw&tching steps stem from the stnngent design requirement&, high p&iwcr consumpt&on, cmd high 

cost of ultra-fast imagmg systems in ivhich high frequency gradients allow the traversal of k-space in a 

single-shot. With regard to gradient slew rates. for instance, the relatively lax requirements of BURS'I' 

sequences allow them to be implemented on virtually any MRI system. BI JRST is relatively imperv&&&us 

to magnetic field inhomogeneity and requires nunimal RF power deposition In addit&on to s&mplifying 

the necessary equ&pment. BURST and related techniques eliminate the possibility of undesirable 

neurological effects induced by high-frequency gradients. 

Unfortunately, the benefits of BURST techniques come with heavy penalues, &vhich are responsible for its 

current lack of representation among systems m chnical use. As we w&ll see, the mherent low SNR of 

BURST methods severelv limits the maximum obta&nable resolut&on. 

Unlike the spin echo and gradient echo sequences descnbed previously. which acquire one line of k-space 

per repetit&on, BURST sequences rely on the formation of an echo train that contains all of the necessary 

k-space data to reconstruct an image in a single repetition. Consider the following simple BURST 

sequence, shown m Figure B-O. There are five RF excitation pulses to generate five echoes, and each echo 

will be sampled five times. 



1'irct, a cimctant amplitude frequency-encode gradient ic applied cimulmneoucly with rV low poiver Rl' 

pulcec occurnng at an inter-pulse spacing of Icn th T . This process ic knoivn as BURST excitation 

Following the final Rl. pulse ic a 180' flipping pulse isith a bandwidth cluiccn in conlunction v;ith a slice 

selection gradient tn excite univ a slice of the sample Novi the phase-encoding gradient is applied under 

the principle nf the gmdient echo sequence. in ivhich the spins alnng the i axis are moved tn thc ne ative 

extreimty of the fc axis up&m initialization of the read. or frequency-encoding, gradient. I inallv. the 

frequency-encodm radient is applied ivith the same amplitude as before. while the phase-encoding 

gradient is applied isith an amplitude that will 
& 

ield sampling ol' the ongin of k-space halfway throu h the 

application iit the read gradient. 

Gf 

G„ 

f=0 

Figure B4t A Basic BURST Sequence to Generate a S yc 5 Tomogram. 



Noung that the time center of this sequence occurs during the flipping RF pulse. and rcalizin the elTect &il' 

the previously discussed spin-echo sequence. vve conclude that the resulting train of echoes mirrors the 

BURST excitation RI pulses. Since the entire sample vvas initially excited. but only the selected slice 

cxpcnenccd the frequency-encode gradient necessary to rephase its magnetization. the remamder of the 

transverse ma netization in the sample trill have dephased to the pomt that rt will contnbute virtually 

nothin to the si nal dctccted in thc reud coil. 

To visualize the BIJRST process. c&msider two nuclei one at the ori m ol'the volume, labeled nwrlews I, 

and one rm the r axis at the edge of'thc sample. labeled err«lear 2. Thus, the gradient along x will huve no 

cfTcct on the Larmor I'rcquency iif wu«few r l. but vvill contribute a maximum field and maximum change in 

Larmor frequency to nu«lewr 2. For simplicity, this process will yield a 2 X 2 pixel tomogram, meaning 

that only two BI JRST excitation pulses are required The first RF pulse, labeled pulse I, occurs at the time 

ongin and causes the =-directed magnetization to tip by a small angle into the transverse plane 

Immediately after the tipping pulse. the nuclei vs hile have transverse magnetization vectors, as shown in 

Figure B-I and Figure B-2: 

Nucleus I, I = 0 Nucleus 2, t = 0 

x 

Figure B-I Figure B-2 

After the frequency encoding gradient of strength Gl has lasted for time T, rwrcleur I will have a 

transverse magnetization component at an angle of 90' measured from the positive x' axis in the rotatmg 

frame, while the transverse magnetization of nucleus 2 will have acquired angle 90'+ 0 . For simplicity 
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»e ii ill i nore the clfccts of T, relaxation, and attribute the phase entirely to the gradient. pulse 2 also 

occurs at time T . cousin ~ thc T, decay-mduced magnetization alon the „- axis to tip by a small an Ic 

t&iward the transveise plane. The frcqucnc& encoding gradient s»itches oil'at time T, at which the 

transverse magnetization ot ancien& 7 » ill still have an angle of 90' &n the rotating frmne, , mil the 

transverse magnetization of nucleus 2» ill c&msist of a transverse magnet tzation component at an angle of 

90'+ll . as ivell as a transierse magnetization component at an angle of 90'. as shown in Fi urc B-3 and 

Figure B-shi 

Nucleus 1, I = 7 

Nucleus 2 t = T. 

x 

Figure B-3 Figure B-4 

The apphcat&on of the slice selection gradient and the 1g0' RI& pulse &tow occur at the midpoint uf thc 

sequence, enveloping the nuclei of mterest in the slice. As a result of the fhp about the s' axis, nucleus 2 

v, &Il have a transverse magnetization component along the negative y' axis and a transverse magnetization 

component at 270' - t9 m the transverse plane, v, hile nucleus l will only have a transverse magnetizati&in 

cnmponem at 270' in the transverse plane. Since the nuclei lie on the. r axis. we will disregard the phase- 

encoding gradient &n this description. As soon as the read gradient turns un, again with magnitude Gf, 

the peak ol the Hahn spin echo occurs as a result of contributtons from both nuclei, and begins to dephase 

m the presence of the gradient. This echo, denoted eclio 2, formed as a result of pulse 2 and is manifested 

by the contribution ot magnetization vectors aligned with the negative y' axis from both nuclei, av vho»n 

&n Figure B-S and Figure B-f&. 



Nucleus I, I= T+ Nucleus 2, t = T+ 

Figure B-5 Figure B-6 

After an amount of time 2T has passed. the magnetization component of nircleus 2, onginally at 270' 

0, will again mcrease m phase by 0 to align with the magnetization of nucleus I and form an echo 

This echo. denoted eclio l. occurred as a result of puhe l, as shown in Figure B-7 and Figure B-gi 

Nucleus 1, t = 2T Nucleus 2, t = 2T 

Figure B-7 Figure B-g 
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The ma nitudes of the ma netization vccturs here do not represent any relaxation for the sake of 

s&mplicity. Although th&s dcvcnptmn represents a vast simplificat&on. it illustrates the formation of an 

echo tiain that m&rrors the BIIRST excitation pulses. 

In order complete the explanation of eients with the BURST sequence, we must cons&der the effects ot' 

T, relaxation. vvhich is responsible lor the differentmtmn between the constituent nuclei in the miage. 

Smce 2; relaxatiun cannot he reversed and pro rcvses u &th time. ei. lio I &vill lose more power to T. and 

-ZI IT. 
Tj relaxation than v ill ei ho rk Each successiic echo &&ill be dimimshed Liy, & factor ut' e 

' 
from the 

last, &&here T is the inter-echo spacing Refenin to ihe pievious example, it &s clear that the transverse 

magnetization resultmg from pnlse l expenences relaxation effects for an amount of time 2T before ecl&u 

l torms. Again, this iv due to the ttme symmetry bet&veen RF pulse exc&tation and echoes. Ewdently, 

then, long data acquisition t&mes result in i&eaker echoes at the end of the tram, in turn reducmg the SNR 

and thus limitmg the image resolution 

Alsn missing from the sequence descript&on are deta&ls on samplin ~ and the traversal nf k-space. Recall 

that the sequence employs a gradient echo scheme along the phase-encode ax&s to m&ive the initial 

sampling to the extrem&ty of quadrant three &n k-space. Noting that the phase-encode gradient &s constant 

during samphng. we conclude that the lines ol' k-space iv&ll have some amount of skew. If, however. the y 

gradient is pulsed instead of remaimng constant, k-space will be fully orthogonal. As increases toward the 

origin. the echoes rephase alon the i axis. reach a maximum value at the ongin of k-space and then beg&n 

to dephase in the opposite direction. The alignment of magnet&zatn&n along the y axis &&ccurs halfway 

through the read-gradient. The read-coil samples each echo N times. forming a smgle skewed line of k- 

space The N echoes occur at N distmct average values of k, , yieldm the N X N tomogram depicted 

in F&gure 8-9. 



Figure 8-9 St, owed K-space Sampling 

Limitations of BURST 

As mentioned previously, the SNR for a BURST sequence severely limits contrast and field-of-view, 

rendering it inadequate for a peat many applications. The BURST excitation method gives risc to a 

different diffusion attenuation and T, decay for each echo, yielding a spectrum of variation that broadens 

iwth mcrcased inimber of excitation pulses. The number of excitaiion pulscw however, determine the 

resolution and range of k-space sampling, meaning that the desired intage FOV and resolution are in many 

casey not achievable. In additton, the signal decay between echoes causes a high degree of imbalance 

between the upper and lower halves of I. -space. which causes image artifacts such as btumng ro laccui 

The SNR for a BLJRST experiment ivith constant spin density, D, and uniform T, and T, throughout the 

sample can be derived as follows Using a simple prolection scheme in which the image data is projected 

onto the. t axis, the image is given by the discrete Founer transform [4]: 

i y/ai-I 

1(X)=hkx QCr(N, T„D). P(N) S(i', ) e/ 



The two flctol's. U &tnd ]). retlcm, irtenuation ot' thc signal due tn echo numhcr. N . av '&veil as the sample 

spe«itic properues, D and &t, The dampin f i«ter u can he denved I'rom the Stelsl'al and Tanner 

f&irmul & pr&ii ided l&ir a bipolar gmdient pulse dilfusion experiment ]4]. For simplicity, the time delay 

hctween thc end nf excitation and the heginmn ' of acquisition is neglected. yielding [4]: 

2 
&y(N. I;. D 1 

= exp — (2&NT I T, + — y C. N 'T ' 
D) . 

The factor J) incorporates the applicauon of thc BURST excitation [4]. Thc ideal t1ip angle ol'each suh- 

pulse &n th» BURST excitation approximates J) t'or large N [-t]: 

P(N) = 
2JN 

Smce the &ihject is homogeneous and covers a lar e portion of the field of view m the phase encodmg 

direction, the signal data set will form a sine funcn&in with a sharp maximum at the center of kspacc. By 

neglectmg the contnbut&on to the SNR ot' all the lines of k-space but the central hne, the expression for the 

SNR is [4J 

SNR = P(N) ry(N, T, , D). 
J 

~N 

Although this is a simplified case. the conclusion that the SNR decreases rapidly with increasing N is 

valid for the BURST approach m general. Thus, a high-resolution ima e will suffer significantly from 

poor signal quality. On the other hand, reducmg resolution somewhat defeats the purpose. 
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